
Parent Guide To Telling Mythical And Magical
Stories
As a parent, one of the most beautiful and enchanting experiences you can share
with your children is the telling of mythical and magical stories. These stories
have been passed down through generations, igniting imagination and fostering a
sense of wonder in young minds. In this guide, we will explore the importance of
telling such stories, provide tips on how to make them engaging, and offer a list of
popular mythical characters to inspire your storytelling adventures.

The Importance of Mythical and Magical Stories

Mythical and magical stories have a significant impact on a child's development.
They help stimulate creativity, enhance language skills, and encourage critical
thinking. These stories allow children to explore different cultures, historical
events, and moral values in a captivating manner.

Furthermore, mythical tales often touch on universal themes such as courage,
friendship, and the triumph of good over evil. They teach children valuable life
lessons and provide a safe space to discuss complex emotions and moral
dilemmas.
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Tips for Engaging Storytelling

Now that we understand the importance of these stories, let's delve into some
tips for telling them in a way that captures your child’s imagination:

Set the mood: Create a cozy and comfortable atmosphere by dimming the
lights, using soft blankets, and perhaps even incorporating some ambient
sound effects.

Use expressive language: Make your storytelling vivid and engaging by
using descriptive words, colorful imagery, and expressive gestures.

Encourage participation: Allow your child to actively participate in the
storytelling process. This can involve asking them to imagine certain parts of
the story or even contribute to the plot.

Introduce sound effects: Enhance the storytelling experience by including
sound effects or using different voices for different characters.

Create suspense: Keep your child on the edge of their seat by introducing
suspenseful moments or unexpected twists.

Personalize the story: Incorporate elements from your child's life into the
story to make it more relatable and meaningful for them.

Popular Mythical Characters for Inspiration
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If you're looking for inspiration or characters to incorporate into your stories,
consider the following mythical beings:

1. Dragons: These majestic creatures are often portrayed as wise, powerful
beings. They can be either fearsome or friendly, making them versatile
characters in any story.

2. Unicorns: Known for their grace and purity, unicorns are beloved by children
of all ages. Their mythical presence brings an element of magic and wonder
to any tale.

3. Fairies: Often depicted as delicate and ethereal beings, fairies carry a sense
of enchantment and mischief. They can be mischievous helpers or wise
guides throughout a story.

4. Mermaids: With their half-human and half-fish form, mermaids evoke a
sense of mystery and adventure. These captivating creatures are perfect for
tales set in seas and oceans.

5. Enchanted Forests: Explore the depths of enchanted forests filled with
magical beings and hidden treasures. The forest itself can serve as a
character, bringing its own bewitching presence to the story.

Inspire Wonder and Imagination

Telling mythical and magical stories to your children is a powerful way to inspire
wonder, ignite their imagination, and create lasting memories. By incorporating
these tips and exploring the realms of mythical characters, you will embark on
remarkable storytelling journeys that will captivate both you and your child.
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Is your child tired of hearing you read the same old story every night? Are both of
you disenchanted with the same re-hashed stories?

Those nights are now behind you!

Tell Me a Fairy Tale: A Parent's Guide to Telling Mythical and Magical Stories is
more than just a collection of stories. It teaches parents how make story time fun
for both kids and adults each and every night.

Telling bedtime stories to children is one of the oldest traditions. Besides being
great fun, they give:
•Wisdom
Morals
History
Diversity
Critical Reasoning Skills
Telling stories to children is also proven to increase:
Memory
Concentration
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Vocabulary
Need more proof that story-time with children should never be neglected?

Children who are read to:
Grow up to love books
Do better in school
Cope better with stress
Adapt better to hard changes
Not to mention that children love stories before bed. It’s a win/win. They never get
tired of being read to sleep each night.

Every night-time story session can (and should) be a ritual filled with love,
laughter, and adventure.

This book teaches any parent how to tell bedtime stories in their own way, using
the most-loved classics of all time.

The author teaches you everything you need to know to become a master
storyteller. Your children will be mesmerized as you expertly spin enchanting
tales.

Even better, this book teaches you how to make the stories as long or short as
you like for your sleepy child. You can change the ending to be happy, sad, or
funny. You can remove scary parts, update them to modern times, or change
character names without missing a beat.

This book includes stories ranging from The Brothers Grimm and Mother Goose
to Native American lore and Japanese fables.



Your child will also become diverse because there is folklore and fairytales from
all over globe, including:
A Wolf and Little Daughter (Africa)
Br’er Rabbit (American South)
The Fox and the Grapes (Ancient Greece)
The White Hare and the Crocodiles (Japan)
The Emperor’s New Clothes (Denmark)
And many more treasured fables from around the world. There’s even some
Shakespeare for tots!

This book is one-of-a-kind, because it teaches you to use your unique voice to
convey the magic and wonder of these timeless classics to your children. They
will never get sick of them, and will fall asleep easily and happily.

Each chapter includes a:
Brief description of the characters
Plot summary
Section on how best to tell the story
Your newfound storytelling skills are guaranteed to bring smiles and giggles to
your child’s face.

Tell Me a Fairy Tale is a must-have for all parents that want to spend quality,
comfortable time with their little ones every night.

Buy this book in paperback or Kindle, and turn every night into a fun adventure
for both you and your child!
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